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Aim of the event

Gas market developments in Ukraine are of key importance for the EU’s energy security. The 3rd 

Central and Eastern European Energy Policy Forum, organized by REKK, the Hungarian energy 

think tank in cooperation with Naftogaz, will bring together government and business decision 

makers from Ukraine and its partner countries to discuss the next steps of gas market reform 

and integration of Ukraine.

“ “
The sessions will cover all the latest developments 

related to the Ukrainian gas market.
The immediate objectives of the Forum are:

▪ to assess how far the restructuring of the Ukrainian gas market got due to recent legislative and organizational reforms,

▪ to clarify future scenarios for gas transit through Ukraine, 

▪ to better understand the likely benefits from a more fundamental gas market integration between Ukraine and its EU neighbours

of Poland, Slovakia, Hungary and Romania,

▪ to better understand the remaining obstacles to a more fundamental gas market integration between Ukraine and its EU 

neighbours and 

▪ to put forward recommendations for the Central and South Eastern Europe Connectivity (CESEC) initiative on next steps to 

further promote a secure, efficient and integrated CESEC gas market inclusive of Ukraine.



AGENDA

The geopolitical context of the gas sector
reforms in Ukraine
Keynote speakers from Naftogaz, the Euroepan Commission, 
the Ministry of Foreign Affairs Hungary and the World Bank

14.00-15.00 Keynote Session I.

15.00-16.30 Session 1
Upstream gas market
The aim of the session is to gain a realistic mid-term 
outlook for the Ukrainian gas upstream sector and discuss 
whether the present market and regulatory environment 
supports the ambition of Ukraine regarding self-sufficiency 
or even becoming a net gas exporter.

Structural changes in the 
transmission sector
This section will give a comprehensive picture of the 
state of play of TSO unbundling in Ukraine.

17.00-18.30 Session 2

Storage
How does storage market dynamics likely to change in 
Central and South East Europe once access conditions to 
Ukrainian gas storage complies with current standards in the 
region?

9.00- 10.30 Session 3

Wholesale market functioning
First-hand experiences of gas traders active in the
region

11.30-12.45 Session 4

Regional gas market integration issues: How the 
neighbors could contribute?
The TSO panel includes the debate of 5 TSO Heads from the region.

13.30-17.30 Session 5
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11.00-11.30 Keynote Session II.04
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Confirmed speakers

Further speakers include representatives of Naftogaz, Ministry of 

Foreign Affairs and Trade Hungary and the Ukrainian Government. 
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LATEST AGENDA:

www.rekk.org

REGISTRATION FEE:

250 EUR – Both days (30 & 31 May)

135 EUR - 30 May only

135- May 31 only

Registration

https://rekk.org/esemeny/174/challenges-and-opportunities-of-eu-ukrainian-gas-market-integration

